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During May, if relatives and neighbours try to involve you in their
disputes, make a graceful exit and leave them to get on with it. July
will bring a pretty big change in your direction at work or regarding
an important personal ambition, and this may force you to focus
more on your home, family and personal life for a while. August
brings a touch of passion for some.

May: bad luck and difficult circumstances have almost flattened you
over the past few months, but you are turning the corner at last. The
first improvement will be an increase in your finances, but the main
change for the better will come in August, when friends and family
rally round and issue welcome invitations. Home life will be
disrupted in August, but it will also be fun.

A series of unexpected events make May an up and down month,
but by June, you will be able to regain control of your destiny.
Finances will pick up in July, but you will have to hold back some of
the extra bounty to cope with unexpected expenses. Someone you
really like will not be honest with you, so take their smooth talk with
a pinch of salt.

Those of you who are keen to develop your spiritual interests will
find it hard going, and you may feel blocked or held back by
circumstances. The best approach would be to leave these aside for
now, and focus on other sides of your life for the time being, such as
work, relationships and friendships. A breakthrough in love and
finances comes in August.

May kicks off what will turn out to be a transformative year, which
will see many of you moving house or adapting your working life in
some way. This is all for a good purpose. A brief period of delay and
frustration at the start of June clears away, but two eclipses in
August will allow you to sweep an old problem away for good. A
spur-of-the-moment break in September will be successful.

New and exciting people will flood into your life in May and June,
and single Virgoans could find yourselves being swept off your feet.
By July, friendships and family relationships will start to take
precedence, as reality starts to re-enter your mind, heart and life.
Opportunities to improve your finances arrive in July and August.

The best you can hope for in May and June is to look into things and
make plans, but you won’t be able to put much into operation until
July. Even then, you may face unexpected delays. August will be a
time when you can go full speed ahead with plans, especially those
that involve travel or anything else that expands your horizons.

For a sign that usually has plenty going on, this will be a remarkably
peaceful phase, at least as far as May and June are concerned. July
brings a host of goodies, including romance, passion and joy for
some, and enjoyable holidays and adventure for others. You will
have to put your heart into work in August, but your efforts will pay
off

Gloomy old Saturn is still working its way through your sign, bringing
career success to some and increased burdens to others. Although
things begin to pick up in July, progress will be slow, and the
emphasis will still be on getting the job done well. Some of you will
move house or refurbish one this summer. August will bring fun,
travel, new faces and an opportunity to use your spiritual gifts.

With transformative outer planets making life uncomfortable, you
have a lot to put up with, but there are some welcome breaks in the
clouds. The more you get out and about the better, as the
connections you make now will lead to pleasant events in the future.
Romance and family life pick up in July, and an old flame reconnects in August but don’t rush into romance without thinking.

You need to get out and expand your horizons, because that’s where
you’ll make the right contacts. You can relax a bit during June and
July, with sporting activities, playing with your children and having
fun being high on the agenda. August will bring career matters into
focus, as opportunities come your way from people who are new to
you. Be careful not to put your foot in it, though.

If you work in the spiritual arena, you can expect success and
achievement during May and June, but July is a good time to relax
and have fun. A loved one may spring a pleasant surprise on you
then. August brings you down to earth with a bump, as practical
matters around the home will need your attention at that time,
while health matters will also need your attention.

